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C. 1625-83 

All-in-one Portable Electric  
Coffee Maker 14oz
With this portable innovative coffee maker, you can truly enjoy 
your coffee anytime, anywhere! Coffee grinder with powerful 
electric motor quickly and quietly grinds coffee beans to your 
desired texture, either for french press or finely powdered 
espresso. In just seconds, the fresh-ground taste is right at your 
fingertips. With the built-in stainless steel filter and the copper 
vacuum insulated stainless cup, you can drip your coffee right 
away. Screw the lid on with flap sealing closure to keep your 
coffee hot for at least 8 hours. Cup itself fits most standard K cup 
coffee machines. Stylish design with multiple functions makes this 
item the perfect gift. Leed's Exclusive. 14oz. 
 
As Low As: $48.38 
MIN QTY: 12 

E. 7198-12 

Shae Fabric and Wood Bluetooth® Speaker
Enjoy exceptional sound of the Shae Fabric and Wood Bluetooth 
Speaker. Be on trend with the knitted fabric cloth and real wood 
base. The speaker has a soft touch but packs a punch with a 5 watt 
speaker driver. With the built-in microphone, the Shae will allow you 
to conference call from any location without touching your phone. 
The built-in music control of the Shae allows you to control your 
music and volume directly from the speaker. Bluetooth working 
range is 10 meters (33 feet). Includes Micro USB to USB charging 
cable and 3.5mm audio cable. Playback time at max volume is 3 hrs. 
Charging Time:3hrs. Bluetooth version 4.1 
 
As Low As: $57.48 
MIN QTY: 10 

D. 7140-91 
Remote Control Mini Drone with Camera
The Mini drone with camera is pocket size drone but demands 
attention. The drone features a 480P camera capable of taking 
photos and videos. The auto-hover function allows for easy control 
during flight. It also features headless mode and one button return. 
Simply charge the drone and your fun begins. Capable of flying up to 
160 ft. for 5 minutes on a single charge. It takes 30 minutes to charge 
the drone from 0 to 100%. The remote includes 2 AA batteries. Micro 
SD Card not included. 
 
As Low As: $68.13 
MIN QTY: 6 

B. 0022-63 

Zoom® Covert Security TSA 15"  
Computer Backpack
Zoom® works to provide you the accessories you need for the 
technology you use everyday. Zoom Covert is a security bag that 
gives you peace of mind. Slash proof body keeps your valuables 
safe. Hidden pockets along the sides and back panel allow for 
additional safe storage. USB port and cord with iconic Zoom pass 
throughs allow you to seamlessly charge your technology from 
the interior. Padded back and shoulder straps with trolley sleeve. 
Zoom® branding and accents. 
 
As Low As: $68.87 
MIN QTY: 12 

A. 1080-67 

Field & Co. ® Oversized  
Wool Sherpa Blanket
The Field & Co. ® Wool Sherpa Blanket features a classic look with 
timeless style. Combines a wool blend on one side and 210g Sherpa on 
the other side to stay warm and cozy. Unfolded the blanket is 60" x 70". 
Free run charges for embroidery up to 7500 stitches. 
 
As Low As: $69.88 

GIFTS UNDER $75
RETAIL STYLES THAT MAKE A SERIOUS IMPRESSION
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